APPENDIX
A few days after the King's death, a small book called Eikon
of King Charles upon the political events of his later years. The reasons for accepting it as genuine are practically flawless: the arguments for its spuriousness are equally convincing. No satisfactory solution hagi been found to this highly complicated problem. I believe a few passages to be the King's writing, or an uncannily accurate reproduction of his thought: the passage on Stafford's death (with its repetition, from his genuine letter, April 23,1641, of the rather odd word " conjuncture ") seems to me most likely to be genuine, Otherwise I have ignored ,the book.
A good selection of his letters will be found in HalfiwelTs Letters of the Kings of England. The originals shown hiiei British Museiim give a very interesting demonstration of how handwriting can change, For his speeches, proclamations, etc., I have used May's Parliamentary History and BibKotheca Regia, published in ifijS, His religious controversy with Henderson is reprinted in Alton's Life and Times of Alexander Henderson.
Other original authorities are far too numerous to quote, $nd quotation without a fall discussion of their reliability (wMch would run, to several hundred pages) is quite useless. The only ud
.converted after Stafford's death to a moderate Royalism. The
best written ultra-Royalist history is EkjhaixTs, 1707, quite un
reliable in detail. The most powerful mind that has tackbd tte
period is Hume's; he is too disgruntled and disillusioned to te a
Royalist, but he is a furious anti-Parliamentariaa,	:
Far the most complete and capable study of the period b Gardiner's great history: its footnotes are an excellent guide to authorities. I believe the view taken of Charles's charade in be radically mistaken, but there is no question of Gardiner's atterapt to be fair. It breaks down in curious ways: I suggest re his account of Fdton's traorse (vi 35?),*tJie wqsfe

